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St. Louis Mayor Tishaura Jones' top public safety appointees say the way to tamp down crime largely lies outside of policing.
‘Law enforcement is not the solution’; Jones looks to upend city approach to crime
The president's plans to raise taxes aren't a surprise, but hiking the capital gains rate significantly isn't such a hot idea.
Taxing Matter, Biden's Unsound Idea, Adapting to Change, Problems and Solutions
Although burning fossil fuels to generate electricity is only one of many significant greenhouse gas emitters, it is imperative to reduce carbon dioxide emission that electrical generation stop ...
Solar, wind grid-level electrical generation have problems. Nuclear is the answer | Courtnay
A little over a month after Gov. Charlie Baker signed a law shoring up the unemployment system and reducing the premium increases facing employers to fund jobless benefits, lawmakers and ...
Fed guidance appears holdup on UI rate relief quest
Shortages among nursing home staff is a real problem in search of a solution. But this bill isn’t it. The Buffalo News has documented outrageous examples of bad care and bad management that endanger ...
The Editorial Board: ‘Safe staffing’ bill won’t solve the problem of nursing homes having too few workers
Carter has ordered the city and county to find interim shelter for 4,600 Skid Row residents by October – an apparent quick fix with staggering unintended consequences.
Judge Carter got the cause of homelessness right but not the solution
Three speakers at this year’s NALP Annual Education Conference discussed supporting law students and lawyers with disabilities throughout their legal career.
Supporting Law Students and Lawyers with Disabilities
The notion of hypo-elasticity originates from the work of Truesdell and involves a constitutive law expressing the stress rate as a properly invariant isotropic tensorial function of the stress- and ...
Some symmetrical cavity problems for a hypoplastic granular material
Nearly 15 cents out of every dollar in the two-year state budget Gov. Pete Ricketts signed into law Monday has been directed to property tax relief -- an achievement the ...
Editorial, 4/28: Stop throwing money at tax problem; let's fix root causes
Velodyne Lidar, Inc. (Nasdaq: VLDR, VLDRW) today launched its Intelligent Infrastructure Solution designed to solve some of the most challenging and pervasive infrastructure problems. This new ...
Velodyne Lidar Launches Breakthrough Intelligent Infrastructure Solution
Generally speaking, when you want to fundamentally overhaul the economy and dump in trillions of dollars in federal spending – funded by big tax hikes – you do it when the economy is spiraling ...
Biden’s big agenda has a big problem: The economy
New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the latest jobs report, the internal politics in the ...
Brooks and Capehart on jobs report, Liz Cheney and election laws
Law.com caught up with Niedwiecki to discuss proctoring the LSAT from inside, and why a prison law school must clear myriad regulatory hurdles. His answers have been edited for length. Earlier ...
Getting a JD While in Prison? This Law School Wants to Establish a Program on the Inside
Nearly 15 cents out of every dollar in the two-year state budget Gov. Pete Ricketts signed into law Monday has been directed to property tax relief -- an achievement the ...
OTHER VOICES: Stop throwing money at Nebraska's tax problem; let's fix root causes
Recently, there has been a development in transgenic technologies in many countries to meet nutritional needs of increasing worlds҆ population. However, there are some concerns about possible risks in ...
Investigating the status of transgenic crops in Iran in terms of cultivation, consumption, laws and rights in comparison with the world
Floating rate mortgages, student loans ... New York recently took the lead and enacted a Libor transition law. The bill came on the heels of a great deal of work from parties on all sides of ...
Legislation needed to tackle Libor legacy problem for millions
that they believe it's important for Congress to swiftly address the problem ... rate if they have no good built-in alternative once Libor ends. "My hope is that we have this signed into law ...
'Thumbs Up': Regulators Back Push For Legacy Libor Fix
By Kara Haney We are all aware of a homeless crisis in Santa Cruz. It is pretty astonishing since we are the nation’s wealthiest state, yet the highest numbers of homeless individuals are in ...
Guest Commentary | Seeking long-term solutions to the Santa Cruz homeless crisis
The solution ... problem of insurance fraud in Florida cannot be creating an even bigger problem. The Florida Legislature is speeding toward repeal of Florida’s motor vehicle no-fault law ...
Auto insurance bills will create even bigger problems for motorists | Commentary
And that was well before the recent state law made it OK ... eviction moratorium Black arrest rate in Capital Region remains high; progress sought, no easy solution seen New PAC formed in ...
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